Students will need:
1. A pen
2. Paper
3. Colours
4. A PLC/ topic headings

Step 1- The central idea.
- Big idea needs pinning down- use the PLC
- Image to support the big idea- This draws attention and triggers
associations, as our brains respond better to visual stimuli.
- Taking the time to personalise your central idea, whether it’s hand
drawn or on the computer, will strengthen the connection you have
with the content in your Mind Map.

Step 2- Add branches to your map
• The main branches which flow from the central image are the key
themes. You can explore each theme or main branch in greater depth
by adding child branches.
• The beauty of the Mind Map is that you can continually add new
branches and you’re not restricted to just a few options.

Step 3- Add keywords
• Key word = a key idea. Always use one word per branch. Keeping to
one word sparks off a greater number of associations compared to
using multiple words or phrases.

• One word per branch also works well for chunking information into
core topics and themes. The use of keywords triggers connections in
your brain and allows you to remember a larger quantity of
information..
This is supported by Farrand, Hussain and Hennessy (2002) who found that
medical students who adopted Mind Mapping experienced a 10% increase in their
long-term memory of factual information

Step 4- Colour code your branches
• One example of whole brain thinking is colour coding your Mind
Maps. Colour coding links the visual with the logical and helps your
brain to create mental shortcuts. The code allows you to categorise,
highlight, analyse information and identify more connections which
would not have previously been discovered.

Step 5- Include images• Images have the power to convey much more information than a word,
sentence or even an essay. They are processed instantly by the brain
and act as visual stimuli to recall information. Better yet, images are a
universal language which can overcome any language barrier.
• We are intrinsically taught to process images from a young age.
According to Margulies (1991), before children learn a language, they
visualise pictures in their minds which are linked to concepts. For this
reason, Mind Maps maximize the powerful potential of imagery

